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Examples from ValoJump games
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ValoJump grants 
superpowers on a 
trampoline. The 
players' reflection is 
translated into a 
digital gaming world. 
Players enjoy 
challenges, learn new 
tricks with training 
tools, or compete 
against each other in 
the world's first two-
player game for 
trampolines.

What is
ValoJump?



Two are better than one
In multiplayer mode, the game is twice as fun! Players 
compete side by side and in real-time for victory, whe-
ther it's on trampolines or Airtrack mats.

Jump to the high score!
ValoJump is an award-winning interac-
tive trampoline gaming platform that 
combines fitness and movement with 
exciting video gameplay.

The system is excellent for indoor use, 
such as family entertainment centers, 
trampoline parks, indoor playgrounds, 
and much more! This safe and self-ex-
planatory attraction offers high play va-
lue and ensures high repeat visit rates.

Benefits:

✔ Regelmäßige und automatisierte   
 neue Spielinhalte.
✔ Online teilbare Spielerlebnisse, um   
 Kund*innnen über ihren Besuch hin  
 aus zu binden.
✔ Steigern Sie die Sichtbarkeit Ihrer   
 Marke mit integrierten Selfie-Videos,  
 Video-Anzeigen und anderen   
 effektiven Marketing-Tools.
✔ Auch für Airtracks geeignet.

There are two main ValoJump systems 
available:

There are two main ValoJump systems 
available:

ValoJump with an 86-inch Screen: This 
version features an 86-inch screen, 
providing players with a large and 
immersive gaming experience.

ValoJump with a 55-inch Screen: The 
55-inch screen version offers a more 
compact setup while still delivering an 
exciting gaming experience.

Additionally, if you have the space and 
desire for multiplayer gameplay, you can 
pair two ValoJump systems (trampoline 
area + screen) to enjoy games in the 
coveted multiplayer mode.

If your location doesn't allow for a 
traditional trampoline setup or you want 
a portable option, you can opt for 
ValoJump Air, which comes with an 
Airtrack mat for a unique gaming 
experience.

Suitable systems for 
every application!

ValoJump Air 
with Airtrack

ValoJump 
55 Zoll

ValoJump 
86 Zoll


